
Wow, this coffee is amazing!  Mind telling me where it comes from? 

The beans were sourced from a farm in Central America. 

I’m curious, how did you find this farm? 

I search for good, fair-trade certified coffee on a blockchain platform. 

Blockchain? 

Absolutely! Blockchains create a transparent record - - you can track the beans from farm to cup. Plus, 

the data’s secure so you know the farmers are treated fairly. Come. I’ll show you. 

 

Using the blockchain platform, I discovered Maria’s farm. I can explore the coffee’s origin story, view 

images of her farm, understand her sustainable farming methods, and even communicate with her 

directly.   

 Previously, I would deliver my beans to a nearby cooperative for drying and processing.  

The cooperative sold the beans to a major coffee company, yet the offered price barely covered 

expenses. I felt frustrated, exploited, and yearned for fair compensation for my labor. 

My search for fair prices led me to smart contracts.  Built on blockchains, they offer transparency and 

can guarantee fair trade practices.  

Farmers like us signed up on the blockchain platform.  We registered information about our land and 

coffee production (including bean type, size, and harvest date) and it’s all securely verified and stored. 

Preventing manipulation, and ensuring transparency throughout the journey.   

Negotiating directly with Maria and other farmers becomes possible through smart contracts.  These 

digital agreements automatically execute pre-determined terms - -In this case, they’d facilitate a secure 

transaction base don the price and quantity I specify for a particular coffee bean.  

This is an excellent price! It’s significantly better than what we received in the past.    

I receive an instant alert from the smart contract when the seller accepts my offer. 

Next, I prepare and dispatch my coffee. Each stage of its journey (from origin to transportation and 

arrival) will be meticulously recorded on the blockchain, ensuring traceability and quality assurance. 

I can track the coffee’s journey in real-time, including details such as the truck transporting Maria’s 

coffee to the shipping port, the time it was loaded into the shipping container, and the current location 

of the ship. 

The smart contract keeps me in the loop!  I just got notified that the beans have arrived here in Seattle!  

Now unloading at the port, the packaging’s QR code is scanned, granting instant access to the 

blockchain data. This verifies the beans’ fair-trade origins, ensuring transparency and ethical sourcing. 

The smart contract streamlines the process, automatically releasing the partial payment to Maria upon 

the ship’s arrival, while simultaneously notifying me of the successful automatic coffee bean transaction. 



No more waiting! My phone just notified me that the payment is complete - -a stark difference from the 

agonizing months it used to take.  The smart contract cleverly handled everything, making it fast and 

effortless. 

Knock! Knock! 

WooHoo! The coffee beans are here. Time to brew! 

The blockchain confirms that the beans match the order I placed with Maria.  The smart contract is 

updated accordingly, marking the transaction as complete. 

No need for manual intervention! The smart contract seamlessly handled the final payment from Lisa to 

me upon delivery. 

Brew good, do good! Every cup connects you directly to the passionate farmer who bring you this 

coffee. 

Brewed from the dynamic blend of fair-trade principles and the innovative of blockchains and smart 

contracts! 


